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ZP TO STIMULATE THE GNP
• U.S. Government turns to Zeichen 
Press to revive ailing American 
economy.

MINNEAPOLIS - In a dramatic 
and unprecendented rescue ef-
fort, the United States Government 
called on design and letterpress 
studio, Zeichen Press, to motivate 
the American economy. Says chief 
economic advisor, Edward Lazear, 
we are relying on Zeichen Press to 
“turn this ship around.” 
“We will perform our patriotic duty.” 
says Fran Shea, owner of Zeichen 
Press. 
“We just pray that the American 
Public will do theirs.”

If You Build It
• In a recent poll it was revealed that 
the American public believes the 
main purpose of computers is to cir-
culate pornography. “They are use-
ful in other ways.” says Jen Shea, 
owner of Zeichen Press. “And we 
need to educate the American pub-
lic.” Part of this education includes 
the creation of an “online shop.” 
http://www.zeichenpress.bigcartel.
com/

Performance artist, Bobby Leach, interprets the plummeting economy by going over Niagara Falls in 
a steel barrel.                           Photo from the Library and Archives Canada

Random Act of Patriotism
NIAGARA FALLS - Bobby Leach prepared for his first and final free-fall 
over the falls by “closing my eyes and screaming at the top of my lungs.” 
Spectators saw the act as confusing and inspiring. “We didn’t know what 
was happening.” said one onlooker, “First he was doing leg-lunges and the 
next thing we know he’s waving to us from the edge of the falls.” He was 
overheard shouting, “Long live The Queen.” 

Greeting Cards As Currency?
WASHINGTON D.C. - With the dollar hitting record lows The Federal Re-
serve Bank considers replacing the current paper currency with humorous 
greeting cards. Says, Larry R. Felix, Director of The Bureau of Engraving 
and Printing, “Why not?” 
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HAVE YOU HEARD?

Polite Stalkers
Conflicted
•Wanting to obey court-imposed 
restraining orders and still politely 
stalk, leaves polite stalkers with few 
options. 

NEW YORK, NY
Staying one step ahead of the law 
and keeping it creative is the unwrit-
ten rule of the stalker. Stalking has 
always been a vocation in jeopardy. 
The postmark and caller ID are dif-
ficult obstacles. Still, stalker num-
bers are on the rise as new “stalker-
friendly” media is created daily.

Computers can cause carpal 
tunnel syndrom and obesity. 

2 Obesity is the new black?

“His” and “Hers” stalking cards, 
produced by Zeichen Press, provide 
stalkers with a classy alternative to the 
“cut and paste” magazine collage.
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STALKING STEPS:

Make sure it’s for
the “right” reason.

2 Keep it “real”


